Motivation

Direct visualization of the plasma-wave in LWFA, due to its femtosecond dynamics and μm spatial scale, has previously been limited to simulations requiring idealized experimental conditions and significant computational efforts. Building on previous work employing few-cycle microscopy, we present a method of characterizing the evolving fields of the pump laser within the tenuous plasma by exploiting the broadband spectrum of a few-cycle probe. The technique relies on the relativistically intense pump laser (magnetic field strength of several tens of kilotesla) causing the electron cyclotron frequency of the local plasma to lie within the probe’s spectrum.

Objectives

- Real time visualization of wakefield evolution and surrounding area
- Polarization and spectrally filtered shadowgraphic imaging to gain quantitative characterization of pump laser’s dynamics.
- Comparison of experimental results to 3D-PIC or plasma fluid simulations

Experimental Setup

- Hollow core fibre (HCF) pulse compression system \( [1,2] \), ~1 mJ energy from a 26 fs, 40 Terawatt-class pump laser, synchronized pump and probe
- Spectral broadening in HCF with Neon or Argon gas
- Spectral phase correction via dielectric chirped mirrors
- Resulting probe pulses <5 fs FWHM duration \([3]\) and ~250 μJ energy
- Target gas: He:N₂, mixed at 95:5, electron plasma density ~10\(^{19}\) e-/cm\(^3\)
- Relativistic pump pulse (~10\(^{19}\) W/cm\(^2\)) ionizes target gas and drives wakefield, probe propagates transversely through the plasma distribution
- Shadowgraphic imaging via few-cycle VIS-NIR corrected microscopy
- Parameter scans: target gas pressure/type, target length, driver polarization/density and energy/duration and probe polarization/wavelength
- Probe images correlated to varying parameters and measurables, e.g. accelerated e bunch properties, emitted radiation properties, etc. \([4]\)
- Combination of polarization and spectral filtering allows isolation of electron cyclotron effects on the probe’s propagation through the plasma
- Similar to electron cyclotron emission diagnostics on fusion devices

Summary and Outlook

A method for imaging the evolving pump laser in LWFA experiments based on electron cyclotron resonances and few-cycle probing is described.

Further development of the imaging technique including modeling \([5]\) few-cycle microscopy in magnetized plasma via 3D-PIC or fluid simulations could lead the way to quantitative measurements of the pump laser’s evolution and its influence on plasma dynamics inside the interaction
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